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Supporting tool for creative activities that people also struggle with for 
accelerating our creativity.    

AI system to improve our creative abilities for the rapid increase in 
demand for various contents due to the promotion of Society 5.0 and DX, 
rather than to be used for improving efficiency,  in the accelerating aging 
society with declining birthrates.

AI system as user-friendly system like a useful assistant to generate more 
creative contents interactively, rather than a human-operated tool.

• Development of co-creative AI support system that enables us to 
show more creativity in the generation of storytelling contents, 
such as novels, comics, TV programs, and corporate promotions.

• Generation based on interaction between human and AI.

Creative work support, Human agent interaction, Autonomous Agent

Individual scenes and stories 
are generated through acting 
of autonomous AI characters in 
the virtual 3D scene spaces (4)

OnDemand interactive 
autonomous story and 
character setting generation 
based on contents type(1)

OnDemand 
interactive 
autonomous 
plot generation 
(2)

Autonomous interactive story 

generated plot

Autonomous interactive story 
generation through acting of 
AI characters in 3D virtual 
scene space based on the 
generated plot.(4)

Automatic contents generation 

characters.

Automatic contents generation 
such as comics and novels 
based on generated story and 
characters.

OnDemand 

character design 
generation

OnDemand 
interactive 
autonomous 
character design 
generation (3)

Story is interactively constructed as 
complex network of scenes.(2)(4)

Plots are generated interactively based on 
storytelling types like four-part structure. 
(1)(2)

Interactive character 
design generation based 
on GAN (3)
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